Association of nucleotide patterns with gene function classes: application to human 3' untranslated sequences.
Gene expression is dependent on two main types of signals; one involving transcription factors which initiates gene transcription, and another which regulates the translation of a nascent mRNA. These post-transcriptional events play an important yet incompletely understood role in regulating gene expression and cellular behavior. Many of the identified cis acting elements for translational regulation occur within the 3'untranslated region (3' UTR), and some have been observed to occur with surprising regularity within certain protein function classes. In this study, we present a new association rule mining method for discovering nucleotide sequence patterns that appear in more sequences than expected within protein function classes. The method is applied to a database of human 3' UTR sequences, and some significant associations between nucleotide patterns and protein function classes are discovered. Among previously identified patterns, the AU-Rich Element (ARE) is found here to occur within the 3' UTR of cytokines, providing statistical validation of an association often reported in the literature. The method has also identified some GC-rich patterns, found to occur within the 3' UTR of homeodomain transcription factors and nuclear proteins. The method should be applicable to many types of regulatory element discovery.